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TODAY’S AGENDA

• Introductions
• DDA Vision
• CQL Overview
• CQL Tools
• Network Accreditation
• Lessons Learned from 

Tennessee
• Communications Plan
• Wrap Up



DDA’S VISION

People with developmental disabilities will have full 
lives in the communities of their choice where they 
are included, participate, and are active citizens.

DDA’s goal is to provide support for people and 
their families to determine what is important to 

and for them to achieve their “good life.”



CASTING THE VISION
• 3-5 year commitment from the state
• Enhance the quality of person-centered thinking 

and planning 
• Create meaningful personal outcomes

measures for the people we support
• Generate best practices, policies and

procedures
• Create and promote two-way communication 

and ongoing feedback on how to support 
Marylanders with developmental disabilities

• Achieve and sustain Network Accreditation



WHAT’S GOING ON?

• Maryland headed toward CQL’s Person-
Centered Excellence Network Accreditation

• Improved quality of services and quality of life
• Process takes time and significant commitment
• Diverse stakeholders all play an integral role
• Success depends on everyone being invested in the 

rollout and execution
• Investment hinges on keeping people informed and 

engaged
• Today is all about keeping people informed, engaged, 

and INVESTED in DDA's CQL Network Accreditation



Vision
A world of dignity, opportunity, and 
community for all people.

Mission
CQL is dedicated to the definition, 
measurement, and improvement
of personal quality of life.



The ACF/MR was 
established through 
an MOA with JCAH

The Accreditation Council
ACF/MR standards are 
used as basis for 35 
Wyatt standards

Wyatt v. Stickney
…are consolidated 
into one set

ACF/MR Standards
The Council on Quality 
and Leadership

CQL

First edition of 
standards are 
developed – focus on 
large residential 
facilities

ACF/MR Standards
Standards are adapted for use by 
DHEW for certification of 
ICFs/MR.

Accreditation Council publishes 
second set of standards for 
community settings

ACF/MR Standards
The Accreditation 
Council for MRDD

ACMRDD

1969 1972 1977 1997

1971 1973 1979





“CQL Accreditation pushes us 
beyond regulatory requirements. 

It drives our commitment 
to empower people to achieve 

their goals and dreams.”
- Kelly Kinderman, Director

CSDD



CQL ACCREDITATION
WHAT IS IT?



CQL ACCREDITATION
WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?



CQL ACCREDITATION
THE CQL DIFFERENCE



CQL ACCREDITATION
THE CQL DIFFERENCE

• “We found CQL really impacts the people we support.“
- Susie Burke, Boundless (Ohio) 

• "It drives our commitment to continuous improvement.“
- Kelly Kinderman, CSDD (New York)

• "There was a true sense of excitement among all stakeholders." 
- Carmine Marchionda, ARC of Rockland (New York)

• "The CQL approach is building on strengths." 
- Jeff Pederson, retired, CHI Friendship (North Dakota)

• "CQL data is all very central to our strategic planning." 
- Kim Zoeller, Ray Graham Association (Illinois)



APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY

• For every person, something works
• What we focus on becomes our reality
• The act of asking questions of a person 

influences the person in some way
• If we carry parts of the past forward, 

let’s bring what is best about the past
• It is critical to value differences
• New experiences help us discover new 

realities



CQL ACCREDITATION
PROVIDER-LEVEL COMPONENTS

• Pre-Accreditation Planning Meetings
• Organizational Self-Assessments 
• Site Visits
• Personal Outcome Measures® Interviews
• Basic Assurances® Reviews
• Focus Groups
• Stakeholder Event
• Data Collection & Analysis
• Ongoing Support



CQL ACCREDITATION
DIFFERENCES WITH NETWORK ACCREDITATION

• CQL’s primary working relationship is with DDA/QIO
• Builds DDA capacity for quality monitoring and 

enhancement
• Providers do not have to become accredited
• Providers can choose to pursue CQL Accreditation
• No two accreditations are exactly alike…

including Network Accreditation!



Think about things 
that matter most 
in your life …

WHAT MATTERS TO YOU?



FAMILY SUCCESS
HOME

MONEY WORK
SPIRITUALITY

FUN
LOVE

HEALTH FRIENDS

YOU MAY HAVE SELECTED



PERSONAL OUTCOME MEASURES®
IT’S PERSONAL

• Personal outcomes are defined by 
the person, therefore, have no 
standard definition

• Are different for everyone

• Evolve over time and may change

• Require listening and understanding 
the person from their perspective.



CQL ACCREDITATION
PERSONAL OUTCOME MEASURES®



CQL TOOLS
PERSONAL OUTCOME MEASURES®

MY HUMAN SECURITY

1. People are safe
2. People are free from abuse and neglect
3. People have the best possible health
4. People experience 

continuity and security
5. People exercise rights
6. People are treated fairly
7. People are respected



MY COMMUNITY

8. People use their environments
9. People live in integrated environments
10. People interact with other 

members of the community
11. People participate in the 

life of the community

CQL TOOLS
PERSONAL OUTCOME MEASURES®



MY RELATIONSHIPS

12. People are connected to natural support networks
13. People have friends
14. People have intimate relationships
15. People decide when to 

share personal information
16. People perform 

different social roles

CQL TOOLS
PERSONAL OUTCOME MEASURES®



MY CHOICES

17. People choose where and with whom they live
18. People choose where they work
19. People choose services

CQL TOOLS
PERSONAL OUTCOME MEASURES®



MY GOALS

20. People choose personal goals
21. People realize personal goals

CQL TOOLS
PERSONAL OUTCOME MEASURES®



QUALITY IN SERVICES
OUTCOMES & SUPPORTS

Outcome 
for the Person

Individualized 
Supports

QUALITY
OF SERVICES

QUALITY
OF LIFE



CQL TOOLS
BASIC ASSURANCES®



CQL TOOLS
BASIC ASSURANCES®

ESSENTIAL

FUNDAMENTAL

NON-NEGOTIABLE



CQL TOOLS

1. Rights Protection and Promotion
2. Dignity and Respect
3. Natural Support Networks
4. Protection from Abuse, Neglect, 

Mistreatment, and Exploitation

5. Best Possible Health
6. Safe Environments
7. Staff Resources and Supports
8. Positive Services and Supports
9. Continuity and Personal Security
10. Basic Assurances® System

BASIC ASSURANCES®



System
Organizational supports that provide the 
structure for organizational practice. These 
can be policies and procedures, staff training, 
or other types of systems – ensure 
sustainability

Practice
What is observed in daily 
operations. This demonstrates how 
an organization’s supports are put 
into action

BASIC ASSURANCES®



RIGHTS PROTECTION & PROMOTION

• The organization implements policies and procedures 
that promote people’s rights.

• The organization supports people to exercise 
their rights and responsibilities.

• Staff recognize and honor people’s rights.
• The organization upholds due process requirements. 
• Decision-making supports are provided 

to people as needed. 



RIGHTS
IMPACT OF ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORTS

People with disabilities are
27 TIMES MORE LIKELY
to EXERCISE RIGHTS when

ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORTS
are in place



DIGNITY & RESPECT

• People are treated as people first.
• The organization respects people’s concerns 

and responds accordingly.
• People have privacy.
• Supports and services 

enhance dignity and 
respect.

• People have meaningful 
work and activity choices.
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DIGNITY AND RESPECT
IMPACT OF RESPECT ON QUALITY OF LIFE



NATURAL SUPPORT NETWORKS

• Policies and practices facilitate continuity 
of natural support systems. 

• The organization recognizes emerging support 
networks.

• Communication occurs among people, 
their support staff and their families.

• The organization facilitates each person’s 
desire for natural supports.



NATURAL SUPPORT NETWORKS
RECOGNIZING EMERGING SUPPORT NETWORKS

Organizations that have
SYSTEMS IN PLACE 

to recognize emerging support networks are 
68 TIMES MORE LIKELY

to have
PRACTICES IN PLACE



• The organization implements policies and procedures that 
define, prohibit and prevent abuse, neglect, mistreatment, 
and exploitation.

• People are free from abuse, neglect, mistreatment, and 
exploitation.

• The organization implements systems for reviewing and 
analyzing trends, potential risks and sentinel events
including allegations of abuse, neglect,
mistreatment, and exploitation, and
injuries of unknown origin and deaths.

PROTECTION FROM A-N-M-E



• Support staff know how to prevent, detect and report 
allegations of abuse, neglect, mistreatment, and exploitation.

• The organization ensures objective, prompt and thorough 
investigations of each allegation of abuse, neglect, 
mistreatment and exploitation, and of each injury, particularly 
injuries of unknown origin.

• The organization ensures thorough, appropriate and prompt 
responses to substantiated cases of abuse, 
neglect, mistreatment, and exploitation, and to 
other associated issues identified in the 
investigation.

PROTECTION FROM A-N-M-E



PROTECTION FROM A-N-M-E
RECOGNIZING EMERGING SUPPORT NETWORKS

People with disabilities are
10 TIMES MORE LIKELY

to be FREE FROM ABUSE AND 
NEGLECT when

ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORTS
are in place



BEST POSSIBLE HEALTH

• People have supports to manage
their own health care.

• People access quality health care.  
• Data and documentation support

evaluation of health care objectives,
and promote continuity of services 
and supports.

• Acute health needs are addressed 
in a timely manner. 



BEST POSSIBLE HEALTH

• People receive medications and treatments safely and 
effectively.

• Staff immediately recognize and respond to medical 
emergencies. 
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BEST POSSIBLE HEALTH
IMPACT ON OVERALL QUALITY OF LIFE



SAFE ENVIRONMENTS
• The organization provides 

individualized safety supports.
• The physical environment promotes

people’s health, safety, and 
independence.

• The organization has individualized
emergency plans.

• Routine inspections ensure that 
environments are sanitary and 
hazard free.



• The organization implements a 
system for staff recruitment and 
retention.

• The organization implements an 
ongoing staff development 
program. 

• The support needs of individuals 
shape the hiring, training, and 
assignment of all staff.

STAFF RESOURCES AND SUPPORTS



• The organization implements systems that promote 
continuity and consistency of direct support 
professionals. 

• The organization treats its employees with 
dignity, respect, and fairness. 

STAFF RESOURCES AND SUPPORTS



86.6%

71.4%

30%

40%
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90%

Implements systems that promote
continuity and consistency of DSPs

Does not implement

STAFF RESOURCES AND SUPPORTS
PROMOTING CONTINUITY AND CONSISTENCY



• People’s individual plans lead to 
person-centered and person-directed
services and supports.

• The organization provides continuous
and consistent services and supports
for each person.

• The organization provides positive 
behavioral supports to people.

POSITIVE SERVICES AND SUPPORTS



• The organization treats 
people with psychoactive 
medications for mental health 
needs consistent with 
national standards of care.

• People are free from 
unnecessary, intrusive 
interventions.

POSITIVE SERVICES AND SUPPORTS



• The organization’s mission, vision and values 
promote attainment of personal outcomes.

• The organization implements sound fiscal practices.
• Business, administrative and support functions 

promote personal outcomes.

MISSION & VISION

CONTINUITY & PERSONAL SECURITY



• The cumulative record of personal information 
promotes continuity of services.

CONTINUITY & PERSONAL SECURITY



BASIC ASSURANCES ® SYSTEM

• The organization monitors the Basic Assurances®.
• A comprehensive plan describes the methods and 

procedures for monitoring the Basic Assurances®.



NETWORK ACCREDITATION

CQL has taken our successful accreditation program, integrated 
our metrics designed for a single provider and produced a new 

accreditation system for networks.

Networks need to be able 
to measure the quality of 
the services provided by 
each member organization 
and to support member 
organizations to improve.

CQL brings a set of 
diagnostic metrics to get to 
the questions of quality of 
life and quality of service.



NETWORK ACCREDITATION
CQL Network Accreditation offers systems:

A method of defining, measuring and evaluating 
quality from the person’s perspective

A measure of confidence that Basic Assurances® are 
in place in the Network Member Organizations

A strategy for identifying the priorities/primary 
objectives of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services (CMS), State, and regional authorities

A collaborative approach to external measurement of 
quality



NETWORK ACCREDITATION
CQL Network Accreditation offers systems:

• A partnership for ongoing support during the term of 
the accreditation

• A recognition of community building efforts of 
network members and their community partners

• A measure of confidence 
that member organizations 
are implementing the Basic 
Assurances® , Personal 
Outcome Measures® and 
integrated quality 
management systems

• A recognition of excellence



NETWORK ACCREDITATION

CQL Network Accreditation evaluates how well the 
network management:

• Supports member organizations to understand and 
implement CQL’s standards for performance

• Provides oversight and monitoring to network 
members

• Assesses quality of life of people receiving supports 
from network members

• Ensures ongoing quality improvement by network 
members

• Provides leadership in establishing community 
partnerships





LESSONS FROM TENNESSEE
OVERVIEW

• TN DIDD signed contract with CQL in August 2012
• Over roughly 3 years, TN DIDD worked through capacity-building, 

certification, evaluation, and analysis steps
• On January 22, 2015 TN DIDD received CQL’s Person-Centered 

Excellence Network Accreditation
• This initiated their 4-year accreditation term
• TN DIDD submitted a plan to integrate Basic Assurances® and 

Personal Outcome Measures® into their systems and practices
• TN DIDD, regional offices, provider organizations, people 

supported, families, and other stakeholders continue to work 
toward reaching goals and objectives



LESSONS FROM TENNESSEE
AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT

• Prioritizing to provide greater focus

• Building investment and ownership at all levels

• Enhancing communication and refining messages

• Sharing the ‘WHY’

• Maintaining consistency and frequency in outreach

• Increasing engagement with self-advocates

• Integrating the Personal Outcome Measures®



LESSONS FROM TENNESSEE
DATA SNAPSHOT: COMMUNITY
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LESSONS FROM TENNESSEE
DATA SNAPSHOT: COMMUNITY
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WHAT REALLY MATTERS?



“This accreditation process really 
helped us focus on providing support 

in the way people want it.”
- Debra Payne

TN DIDD Commissioner



COMMUNICATIONS PLAN



Questions?



Angela Rapp Kennedy
208-784-8413

arappkennedy@thecouncil.org
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